Sparta Area Schools

WORK IN PROGRESS

This Week
- Finishing up masonry precast bearing walls in Unit C (Classroom wing)
- Underground roof drains run out of the building
- Grouting column bases to prepare for precast plank floors in Unit C.

Next Week
- Continue to install underground sanitary
- Pour concrete pads for mechanical units in Unit C.
- Consumers to have temporary power installed.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT UPDATE

Safety
- This week’s safety talk was “Backing Equipment.” It is important to always make sure your equipment is operating properly. Make sure that all backup alarms are connected and clean.

Schedule
- The project is on schedule.

Other Progress
- Materials are being procured for the upcoming work.
- Working with Consumers Energy and DTE for permanent utilities.
- If weather cooperates we are hoping to pour concrete slab on grade in classroom wing the first week in May.